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PARENTS  PARENTS  
CORNER CORNER 

Dear Parent, 

We wish you and your child a very happy summer
holidays. It’s time to enjoy and create a bond with family,
friends and relatives. To utilize this time in the most
constructive way we have prepared Holiday Homework
for the students on the principle of ‘learning by doing’ for
his /her holistic development. 

The following learning engagements should be done as per

the instructions given: 

1. Kindly present your work neatly and creatively packed

in a file/folder. 

2. Students to submit their holiday homework to their

respective class teachers clearly mentioning the name,

class and section of the learner by 11th of July, 2023



Personality
Development 
Personality

Development 

Build listening skills through games. Games such as Simon says

help your child build listening skills in a fun and rewarding way.

For example ask your child to find objects around the house by

giving them two part verbal instructions, then gradually progress

to three part, four part and so on.

It’s an important skill to develop at an early age, its needs regular

exercise to grow stronger .Build your child reading skills at home.

Make reading an interactive activity. Read books every day and let

your child predict the ending or retell the best part of the story

Listening HabitListening Habit

Reading HabitReading Habit



Encourage your child to use pencil, chalk, or crayon to draw and

write. Let them express their idea through drawings, play games

and activities that encourage writing. Little ones will especially

like the “Write the word” game where they search for items and

write down the word when they find them.

May I fill the water bottle? 

I have finished my lunch etc. 

Encourage your child to speak in English. Help them to frame

simple sentences like 

Encourage them to practice the use of magic words more

often(SORRY, THANK YOU, PLEASE)in different situations.

Learn to tie shoelaces. 

Learn to button or zip the shirt/pant. 

Involve them to lay the table. 

Keep their toys in the right place.

Help your precious one to be independent by motivating them to: 

Writing Habit Writing Habit 

Speaking HabitSpeaking Habit

Do It YourselfDo It Yourself



NAME: 

CLASS :  U.K.G -A

SummerSummer
HolidaysHolidays    
HomeworkHomework



KINDLY HELP YOUR WARD IN DOING THE FOLLOWING
ASSIGNMENTS IN SEPARATE NOTEBOOKS AND COVER THEM
BEAUTIFULLY.

AssignmentsAssignments

Cursive letters 'a-k' in

notebook one  time daily.

'at', 'an' family words. 

�वर अ से अ: का �ल�खत अ�यास

Counting 1-50 daily.

Reverse counting 10-1 atleast 10 times.

After and between numbers (1-50) 

Before numbers 

EnglishEnglish HindiHindi

Maths Maths 



Do different yoga asans under the
supervision of your parents on the
occasion of World Yoga Day

TIME!
ACTIVITY

FATHER'S DAY - 18TH JUNE
create something special for your
father to show him appreciation for
all that he did:  Let's make a paper
puppet using colorful A4 size sheet
by tracing your hands, drawing and
cutting a mustache on a black sheet,
and decorating it with doodle eyes
and a colorful bow.

Also, write a heartfelt message for
him and click loads of pictures to
celebrate the day 

INTERNATIONAL DAY OF YOGA -
 21ST JUNE



Students  will be able to identify different
bird species and recognize their unique
behaviours, sounds, and physical
characteristics and develop responsibility
and care of the well being of the birds they
are feeding

WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY - 5TH JUNE

To start growing your plant you first need a packet of
seeds of your choice. 
Next you will need to get a small plant pot. Choose a
container with the drainage holes for extra water to
trickle out of the bottom and place the pot on to a thin
tray. 
Fill the pot with soil and add the seeds to the top of the
soil. 
Cover over the seeds with a little bit of soil and water
them until the soil is damp. 
Make sure to leave the plant pot in an open area so that
it is indirect sunlight and air

Let's Garden! Learn how seeds and plants grow, and build
observation skills with this hands-on garden activity. 

Bird Feeding



Make the Colourful Balloons by 

Thumb Printing!



Help the Fishermen catching the fishes...
Cut the fishes with the help of origami
sheets and paste them in the ne.



Take the cutout of the hand and faces
separately. Paste them as shown in the
picture to complete the family tree.



Take a plastic bottle, cut it in half
cover it with colourful paper. Paste the
given cutouts as shown in the picture
to make the pen stand.



Complete the picture by joining the dots and
colour it beautifully.



Build a Rabbit by cutting out the
figures separately and pasting them as
shown in the sample picture. 



Build a Squirrel by cutting out the
figures separately and pasting them as
shown in the sample picture. 



Paste the match sticks on the given picture and
colour it beautifully.



Make animal masks with the help of paper plates.
Colour the paper plates of big size and make
different animal masks as shown in the picture    
 ( Make any one only).

Make a beautiful peacock as shown on the picture
with the help of a cd, cutouts of hands and pegs.



we work hard at implementing a well-balanced
curriculum to ensure that the children enjoy what they
learn. The above activities have been planned to ensure
learning in a play-way method. Recapitulation of all the
concepts covered till now should be done. The worksheets
provided can be used again for revision so that the
children do not forget whatever they have done till now
and it will help them to automatically start with the new
concepts after the school reopens. 

Till then stay home and stay safe!

Holidays !Holidays !
HAPPYHAPPY


